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Abstract— Because of high bandwidth, low latency a
configurations provided by wireless NoC, this emer
gaining momentum to be a promising future on-ch
paradigm. However, congestion occurrence in wireless 
benefit of high speed wireless links and significantly inc
latency; therefore, in this paper, a Dynamic Ap
Algorithm (DAMA) is introduced for wireless NoCs in o
internal and external congestion. DAMA has three key
first node to map, choosing the first task to be mapped 
and allocation of the remaining tasks to the remaining
results show significant gain in the mapping cost fun
state-of-the-art works. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the International Technolog
Semiconductors (ITRS) [1], Many-Core Systems-on
may integrate hundreds of Intellectual Property (IP
based on a Network-on-Chip (NoC) [2] communica
Because of high bandwidth, low latency and 
configurations provided by wireless NoC [5], this em
is gaining momentum to be a promising future on-ch
paradigm. However, wireless transceivers along
antennas impose considerable area and power ove
NoCs. Thus, instead of a single NoC spanning the e
traditional, a hybrid wireless NoC called WiNoC is p
wired and wireless links [4]. Furthermore, a Hie
Network-on-Chip Architecture (HiWA) is introduced 
is divided into subnets [6]. Intra-subnet nodes com
wire links while inter-subnet communications are a
single-hop wireless links. 

Such many-core systems will face a highly d
Applications, as sets of communicating tasks, will e
many-core system at run-time. This featured d
controlled through the mapping function of the system
duty of the system manager, i.e. application mapp
application’s tasks onto the system resources effic
network latency and power consumption. Since eac
(WR) is shared by a cluster of processing elements, 
even more vulnerable to congestion than conventiona
in this paper, a Dynamic Application Mapping Alg
presented for wireless NoCs where the key contributio

• Defining a Square Factor (SF) to find the approp
start mapping the application in wireless NoC. 

• Selecting the task with the largest number of edge
be mapped onto the first node in order to reduce 
probability. 

• Establishing a contiguous area of available nod
node to map the rest of the tasks of the app
external congestion probability. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
backgrounds and related works. HiWA is introduced
sample of wireless NoCs. A dynamic application map

tion Mapping Algorithm for
Network-on-Chip 
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priate first node to 
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internal congestion 

es around the first 
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Section II reviews 
d in section III as a 
pping approach for 

HiWA is presented in section IV. Se
experimental results. Finally, some conc

II. BACKGROUNDS AN

New progresses in silicon integ
permitted the integration of tiny transce
which results in introducing wireless No
by many IP cores, an efficient task all
balance the utilization of WRs and redu
allocation is known as an NP-hard prob
with dynamic management of workload
Nearest Neighbor (NN) and Best Neigh
In these heuristics, a clustering mechani
considered. A set of cluster nodes are as
the mapping algorithm among them
Incremental Approach (INC) [10], the m
into two steps: the region selection, and
selection step, they start from the close
(CM) and include it in the region. Then,
selected region trying to keep both the
nodes contiguous. Afterward, in the t
tasks are mapped inside the selected re
CoNA [3] selects the closest node to 
available. Thus a minimum number of a
application Task Graph (TG) is traverse
are mapped onto the neighboring of th
square is formed. Moreover, in [11] 
algorithm is introduced. SHiC uses a
approximate the contiguous available no

However, previous papers, which
proposed task mapping algorithms fo
didn't cover congestion control mecha
NoCs which our paper is targeted. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of HiWA architecute (Nodes 
are WRs) (a) 225-node HiWA

III. HIWA ARC

In this section, a Hierarchica
Architecture, HiWA [6] is introduced 
algorithm. The backbone of HiWA 
Whenever it is necessary, one of the Ba
by a Wireless Router (WR) which h
neighbors' subnets. WRs are able to p
communication. Fig. 1a shows a 225-no
9 subnets of 5×5 nodes. Fig. 1b show
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ection V presents and discusses 
clusions are given in section VI.  

ND RELATED WORKS 
grated circuit technology, has 
eivers antennas on a single chip, 
oC [5]. Since each WR is shared 
location technique is required to 
uce congestion. However, as task 
blem, different heuristics dealing 
d in multi-core systems, such as 
hbor (BN) are presented [8], [9]. 
ism for the first node selection is 
ssumed to select the first node of 

m. In another approach called
mapping problem is break down 
 the task allocation. In the region 
est node to the Central Manager 
, they iteratively add nodes to the 
e selected region and remaining 
task allocation step, application 
egion. As an advanced approach, 

the CM with all its neighbors 
available nodes are assured. Then, 
ed in breath-first order and tasks 
heir parents in which a smaller 
a Smart Hill Climbing (SHiC) 
a square factor (SF) model to 

odes around a given node.  

h have been mentioned above, 
or conventional NoCs and they 
anisms specifically for wireless 
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without color are BRs and colored nodes 

A (b) 256-node HiWA  
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al Wireless Network-on-Chip 
as a target platform for DAMA 
is based on 2D mesh NoC. 

aseline Routers (BRs) is replaced 
has wireless links with WRs in 
perform both wired and wireless 
ode HiWA which is divided into 
ws a 256-node HiWA which is 



divided into 16 subnets of 4×4 nodes. The challeng
wireless NoC architecture, are optimal number and p
This requires designing and solving an optimal mo
heuristic that is well suited for optimizing networ
Simulated Annealing [12] or Ant Colony Optimizati
focus is on congestion control, addressing mentioned 
scope of this work. 

IV. DYNAMIC APPLICATION MAPPING AL

Congestion has a negative effect on the network
greatly increases the network latency. In the absen
mapping approach, the usability of WRs will be ve
efficient application mapping approach is essential in
order to reduce congestion over WRs. Two types of 
considered from dynamic application mapping perspe
internal congestions. External congestion happens 
channel is contented by edges of different applicat
external congestion probability, the application mappe
as compact as possible and minimally fragmented. O
the internal congestion happens when a network chann
edges of the same application.  

A directed graph, named as a Task Graph (TG
application in the system. Each vertex represents
application, while each edge stands for a communic
source task and the destination task as it is shown in 
an application with 6 tasks is shown in Fig. 2. Th
transferred from the source task to the destination tas
edge. In order to simplify system modeling , we assum
to be homogenous. 
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Fig. 2. Task graph of an application with 6 tasks an

The proposed mapping algorithm (DAMA), cons
The first step is selecting the first node to map. T
picking up the first task of the application with the 
edges to be mapped onto the first node, which
congestion probability. After all, in order to re
congestion, a contiguous area of available nodes arou
established. In the following we present each step sepa

A. First Node Selection
The most contiguous area is almost circular [10]. 

adjacent regions share network links, choosing a circ
application in the mesh network increases the external
alternative, when tasks are mapped onto a rectan
network with minimal routing, all packets will be 
region border and there will be no external cong
contiguous rectangle is the square, and thus it is pr
The Square Factor (SF) of a node is the estimated num
almost square-shaped, available nodes around that n
the suitable first node for mapping of an application 
with the SF equal to the application size [11].  

Each running application in the system is mode
characterized by its corner nodes. Regarding the rec
running application, there might be some nodes w
which do not belong to the application. In this wor
each application is modeled in such a way that minim
of these nodes while try to keep the model almost s
rectangle models of four running applications are sho
instance, the rectangle of the application 1 has two 
belong to it (n1,2 and n0,2). Also the rectangle of 
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  (a) 

Fig. 3. DAMA square f

To calculate the SF for each node: 

• First, the largest square centered on
within the mesh limits and has 
applications of the system. This is
n7,3which is the first node of the app

• Second, there might be also some 
borders not belonging to system re
in Fig. 3b. These nodes have one
within the square border. They a
available nodes from being isolated
close to square-shaped.  

• Finally, The SF of a given node is c
the area of the largest square, with
square borders. For instance, the S
nodes, 9, summed up with marked
be seen in Fig. 3b, two WRs (n4,7 
factor of n7,3 because they have one
inside the square border of the appl

ALGORITHM I.  DAMA 

Input: Current set of applications, Size
Output: The first node for mapping th
|T|: size of the requested application 
n: nearest free node to the CM 
c: next nearest free node to the CM 

while there is no untested free node 
     if [(SF(n) < |T| AND SF(c) > SF(n)] OR 

      n: choose c  
     end  
     c: choose the next nearest node to C
end 
return n 

DAMA starts from the nearest free
the network to find the appropriate first
node with the smallest SF value whic
application size. Otherwise, the node
preferred. Note that, when there are tw
closer to CM is preferred to decrease 
remaining nodes. Also in order to reduc
not chosen as first node of the applicat
first node of the application 5 are shown
the node n7,3 because the SF factor of t
than the node n1,6 with SF factor of 
express paths to other WRs, will help 
contiguous as possible. In fact, WR
contiguity across the whole system. Al
DAMA first node algorithm. 

B. First Task to Map
The task with the largest number of

onto the first node. This provides t
available nodes around the first task; the

part of the application. However, 
o stay close to square-shaped.

  (b)

factor calcuation 

n the node is found, where it fits 
no conflict with other running 

s shown in Fig. 3b for the node 
plication 5.  

more nodes beyond the square 
ectangles, as marked with rhomb 
e-hop links to one of the nodes
are counted in order to prevent 
d while keeping the mapped area 

calculated by adding the nodes in 
h the available nodes beyond the 
SF for n7,3will be the square area 
d nodes, 5, which is 14. As it can 

and n1,1) are also counted in SF 
e-hop links to the node n7,4 that is
lication. 

FIRST NODE ALGORITHM 

e of the requested application 
e requested application 

[SF(c) >= |T| AND SF(c) < SF(n)] then 

CM  

e node to CM and walks through 
t node. DAMA first looks for the 
h is larger than or equal to the 

e with the largest SF value is 
wo nodes with equal SF, the one 

the incurred defragmentation of 
ce congestion over WRs, they are 
tion. The two candidates for the 
n in Fig. 3b. DAMA will choose 
this node is 14 which is smallest 
15. Existing WRs, which have
the application to be mapped as 

Rs play the role of spreading 
gorithm I shows pseudo-code of 

f edges is selected to be mapped 
the largest possible number of 
erefore, the edges of the first task 



can be controlled by one-hop links, which reduc
probability for the first task. If there is more than o
largest number of edges, then the first task would b
most intensive communication. For example, in Fig. 2
t3 have 3 edges. Accordingly, since the total commun
is more than that of t2 (26 vs. 23), t3 is selected as 
mapped. Algorithm II demonstrates pseudo-code of
algorithm. 

ALGORITHM II.  DAMA FIRST TASK ALGO

Input: Task graph of an application 
Output: The first task for mapping to the system
t:  task t0 of the task graph 
c:  next task of the task graph 

while there is no untested task 
     if  |e(c)| > |e(t)| then 

   t: choose c  
     else if |e(c)| = |e(t)| AND W(c) > W(t) then 

   t: choose c 
     end  
end 
return t  

C. Neighborhood Allocation
After the first task is mapped onto the first node

the TG to be undirected and traverses tasks through
tasks in the breadth-first order, starting from the firs
the set of available nodes in the closest neighborhood
task, tasks are mapped onto the nodes which best fi
square with the first node. DAMA algorithm is shown

ALGORITHM III.  DAMA ALGORITHM

Input: Task graph of an application, the first nod
first task to be mapped 
Output: Mapped tasks to the system 
tf: first task to be mapped 
nf: first node to map 
t: the current task to be mapped 
n: the current node to map 

map tf to nf 
while there is no unmapped task 
     t: choose next task from the task graph in brea
     n: choose randomly from the set of free nodes

   to the smallest square  
     map t to n 
end      

Considering the application 5 in Fig. 3b, after ma
to the first node (which is n7,3) the second node will b
from one of the nodes of the set A={n6,3,n7,2, n7,4,n8,3
that n8,3 is chosen, the new set for choosing the t
B={n7,2, n8,2, n7,4, n8,4}. The demonstration is show
result, DAMA maps the communicating tasks 
neighborhood, while keeping the mapped area as c
possible. As can be seen, the application not only is m
contiguous region without any internal congestion, b
external congestion on its neighboring applicat
rectangularity of the mapped area.  

(a)   

Fig. 4. DAMA Neighborhood Allocation 
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V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we assess the imp
improving the mapping results. Several
tasks are generated using TGG [14] whe
from the source task to the destinatio
between 4 to 16 flits of data. Experimen
source simulator called XMulator [15] a
for interconnection networks. Different 
methods are evaluated over the network
nodes. A random sequence of applicati
FIFO according to the desired rate, �. T
experiments for the sake of fair compar
based on First Come First Serve (FC
possible scheduling rate is called �full
scheduled application is sent to the CM
node n0,0. In order to have a holistic vie
case comparisons, each set of experimen
cycles where hundreds of applications en

A. Evaluation Metrics
AWD: Cost of a packet delivery is 

traverses. Hence, a metric to evalua
Manhattan Distance (AMD) between t
edges. The smaller AMD value, the l
expected: 
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On the other hand, for measuring 
Congestion Ratio (ICR) is introduced. I
application using the same communicati
algorithm) with respect to its total numb
not count overlapped edges that are orig
such case, their injection is limited by 
and they will never contend.  

TAL RESULTS 
pact of the DAMA method on 
l set of applications with 4 to 35 
ere the amount of data transferred 
n task are randomly distributed 
nts are performed using an open-
an integrated simulation platform 
mapping and first node selection 

k size varying from 9×9 to 16×16 
ons is entered into the scheduler 
The sequence is kept fixed in all 
rison. Applications are scheduled 
CFS) policy and the maximum 
l. An allocation request for the

M of the platform residing in the 
ew of the results and enable real 
nts are performed over 10 million 
nter and leave the system. 

related to the number of hops it 
ate a mapping is the Average 
tasks of the mapped application 
lower average packet latency is 
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act as possible and minimally 

the best mapped area would be 
allest MRD. It can be shown that 
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ed Region Dispersion (NMRD) 
quareness of the mapped region 
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the internal congestion, Internal 
ICR is the number of edges of an 
ion channel (according to the XY 
ber of edges (|E|). Of note, we do 
ginated from the same source. In 
source injection rate limit [16], 



B. Latency Evaluation
Latency evaluation for different mapping algorithms is summarized

in Table I. Evaluation metrics are normalized to the DAMA results to 
ease comparison. The mapping results for applications with different 
packet sizes are the same, because the application TG and system 
behavior remains the same. The application injection rate is 2/3 �full. As 
can be seen, DAMA outperforms the BN algorithm by 40% and 20% 
reduction in external and internal congestion factors, respectively. It, 
also, obtains 50% gain over the INC in internal congestion and more 
than 15% in external congestion. In addition, DAMA has 25% gain in 
average for all evaluation aspects in comparison with the NN algorithm. 

TABLE I. LATENCY EVALUATION  

NN [8] BN [9] INC [10] DAMA 
AWD 1.25 1.30 1.42 1.00

AWMD 1.29 1.32 1.36 1.00
NMRD 1.24 1.62 1.21 1.00

ICR 1.52 1.21 2.01 1.00

As shown in [10], decreasing MD between tasks of application edges 
is an effective way to minimize the communication energy consumption 
of the application. As another evaluation, we illustrate the percentage of 
packets that are delivered over different path lengths (MD). The 
experiments have been run for different algorithms in the injection rate 
of 2/3�full. As depicted in Fig. 5, more than 80% of the packets are 
delivered by one hop distance using DAMA scheme. 

Fig. 5. Percentage of deliverd packets in different path lengths 

Fig. 6. Running time of mapping algorithms over application sizes 

Fig. 7. Running time of mapping algorithms over different injection rates 

C. Running Time Evaluation
The average number of clock cycles that is elapsed in CM to map

applications with number of tasks varying from 4 to 10 is presented in 
Fig. 6. The injected rate is set to 0.75 �full. Furthermore, the time 
complexity of different mapping algorithms for applications with 8 tasks 
is presented in Fig. 7, when the injection rate varies from 0.4 �full to �full. 
As can be seen, DAMA provides a reasonable time complexity next to 
NN. As it is shown in Fig. 7, all mapping algorithms scale well when the 
injection rate is increased. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed an efficient Dynamic Application 
Mapping Algorithm, DAMA, for wireless NoC. DAMA targets at 
reducing both internal and external congestions, and consists of three 
steps. First a network node with the best suitable Square Factor (SF) is 
selected as the first node to map. The SF of a node is the estimated 
number of contiguous, almost square-shaped, available nodes around 
that node. This guarantees a minimum free region around the first node, 
which results in a more contiguous region. Second, DAMA maps the 
task with the largest number of edges onto the first node, which reduces 
internal congestion probability. Third DAMA maps the rest of the tasks 
onto the nearest neighborhood, trying to form the most contiguous 
square-shaped region. Existing WRs, which have express paths to other 
WRs, help the system area to stay as contiguous as possible. In fact, 
WRs play the role of spreading contiguity across the whole system. 
Experimental results showed that DAMA is accomplished a reduced 
internal and external congestion probability as targeted. 
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